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Modern bathroom designs are a merge between the classic design style and the contemporary one, 
however, having its own set of characteristics that stand for both elegance and timelessness. While 
this design style normally is not as bold and ornamented as one expects, you can still have elements 
that completely change your bathroom decor, without comprising the essence of this style. 
The Luxury Bathrooms will show a series of bathroom ideas on how you can impeccably decorate a 
bathroom that is essentially modern! If you’re looking for the best inspirational design ideas to get 
you started, visit their incredible websites and see if they fit in what you are looking for!  
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In this small bathroom projects, the combinations of the nature -inspired mirror with the golden 
vessel sink are the real star! The Eden series perfectly adds glamour to Littlemisschatterbox’s 
modern powder room. 

 

Idea Home Kiev Projects 

 

This modern bathroom design project was created by Paris Davidovsky for Idea Home Kiev. Grey 
marble surroundings with golden details, a stunning and elegant combination where the 
incredible Colosseum Floor Mirror clearly stands out for its luxurious design! Made in Nero 
Marquina Marble and Polished Brass, the Colosseum Floor Mirror is always a safe yet sumptuous 
bet! 
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Ciliegio Interior Project 

 

Ciliegio Interior did an amazing job with this amazing guest washroom project. The light tones of 
the walls and floor contrast perfectly with the dark Nero Marquina marble from the 
amazing Symphony Freestanding . This modern bathroom design is a brilliant example of how to 
turn a small space into a comfortable and peaceful haven.  
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Tochka Design Project 

 

Located in Russia, Tochka-design created this stunning modern bathroom design, highlighted by 
the amazing patterned marbled wall that works beautifully with the golden accents of our own  Koi 
Bathtub. An amazing balancing act between modern and mid-century! 
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Gemini Project 

 

  

This timeless modern bathroom design by Paris Davidovsky transports you to a magical place 
where modern and classic meets. Let yourself be enchanted by the stunning  Newton Washbasin,  a 
luxury statement piece created in order to fulfill the needs of our clients that are looking for the 
best in contemporary bathroom furniture design mixed up with luxurious details and high-
quality materials. 
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